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CHAPTER XVIII

MOLECULAR TAPHONOMY OF SPY:
DNA PRESERVATION IN BONE REMAINS
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SI1.  Goat glue recipe (Thompson, 1960)

“How Goat Glue is Made, and How it is Tempered; And How many Purposes it will  Serve. 
Chapter XVIII.

And there is a glue, which is known as leaf glue; this is made out of clippings of goats’ muzzles, 
feet, sinews, and many clippings of skins. This glue is made in March or January, during those strong 
frosts or winds; and it is boiled with clear water until it is reduced to less than a half. Then put it into 
certain flat dishes, like jelly molds or basins, straining it thoroughly. Let it stand overnight. Then, in the 
morning, cut it with a knife into slices like bread; put it on a mat to dry in the wind, out of the sunlight; 
and an ideal glue will result. This glue is used by painters, by saddlers, and by ever so many masters, as I 
shall  show you later on. And it  is a good glue for wood, and for  many things. We shall  discuss it 
thoroughly, showing what it may be used for and how, for gessoes, for tempering colors, making lutes, 
tarsias, fastening pieces of wood and follage ornament together, tempering gessoes, doing raised gessoes; 
and it is good for many things.” 
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